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0800 66 72 78 | www.diamondfusion.co.nz

WHO WE ARE

WHAT WE TREAT

Our Diamond Fusion Glass Defenders come to you!

At Diamond Fusion we treat a variety of glass and
silica based surfaces.

WHY PROTECT YOUR
GLASS OR TILES
Unseen to the naked eye, glass has microscopic ridges
and valleys. Glass is sometimes referred to as porous - this
creates a trap for grime, soapscum, and the many minerals
contained in water.
Our range of glass protection products fill these tiny valleys,
leaving the glass smooth and water repellent. These
surfaces become low maintenance, or easy to clean, similar
to a high quality nonstick frying pan.

SHOWER GLASS & TILE
PROTECTION

USED SHOWER GLASS
RESTORATION

Make life easier and protect
your shower glass and tiles.
Our suface protection make
it easier to keep glass clean
without using chemicals.

Shower cleaning sprays don’t
work. By using our Mineral
Removal products, we can
Restore most stained shower
glass to looking great again.

SPLASH BACKS &
MIRRORS

COMMERCIAL GLASS

Glass or tiled splashbacks
can stop being such a chore!
A simple wipe with a damp
cloth will remove splatter, or
toothpaste splashes.

Reduce maintenance time
and costs on your glass
roofs & facades, shop fronts,
hotel showers, railings, skylights & more!

Ongoing care depends on which product is used, the
environment, the surface it’s exposed to, and how you
maintain it. We can also manage the ongoing care for you.

Diamond Fusion easyClean™
Our Flagship product and the World’s only True lifetime
glass protection.
Diamond Fusion easyClean forms an instant permanent
chemical bond with the surface, creating a double layer
of protection, Layer one seals the surface, forming a
barrier so the mineral from water cannot penetrate the
surface, Layer two then caps this, forming an extremely
durable water repellent surface, leaving the easy to
maintain surface that we all want.
Diamond Fusion easyClean is an unbeatable
application for all silica based surfaces, such as
Showers, Splash-backs, Tiles, Glass Balustrades,
Exterior Glass, plus Automotive, Marine, and
Commercial Glass.

EXTERIOR GLASS &
BALUSTRADES

AUTOMOTIVE &
MARINE

Hard water stains and dirt
from the environment can
destroy the clarity of your
windows and balustrades.

Increase the clarity, and
impact resistance* of your
glass. Our products make
ongoing care, easy.

Clear-Fusion V™
Great value non permanent protection.
As with our other products, application can be to any
silica based surface.
Lifespan of Clear Fusion V is dependent on its
environment and care, but this can be extended
dramatically with the use of our aftercare products.

Clear-Fusion PRO™
Simply the best “bang for your buck” single layer
product available anywhere.
Clear Fusion Pro is an excellent solution to provide a
low maintenance surface to any Glass or Silica based
surface, such as Showers, Tiles, Exterior windows,
Balustrades, Splash-backs, Commercial glass,
Automotive, and Marine.

DIY and After Care
DIY Mineral stain removers & protection, plus our full
range of aftercare gear is available at:
www.diamondfusion.co.nz
Also available DIY plastic and stainless steel protectant.

*Diamond Fusion easyClean and Ultra only

Our experienced and professional team will visit your
home or commercial site and apply our Diamond Fusion
Glass Defender range of products to your glass. We have a
product to suit most budgets and situations.

